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Million Dollar Deals In The Real World JVs in the real world are very different from the simple concepts or

rules that work just once in a while. We prefer to get you closer to something that works nearly all of the

time. To do this, we need to dive headfirst into some of the nuances of JVs. This includes looking at the

groups of people that youre targeting for such deals, and assessing what they want. After all, its blatantly

obvious most people see a joint venture as offering high commissions to a list owner, and are taken

aback when theyre turned down. We have to be smarter than that, and tailor each individual deal to the

situation in hand if we want to get good at this. Here's just SOME of what you'll learn... Learn the ins and

outs of joint ventures in the real world. Discover the little used method that will immediately tell you

whether or not you're going to be accepted. Two of the biggest joint venture problems faced by online

marketers solved. How you can secure joint ventures even if this is your first day in online marketing. 5

reasons why searching for random lists and mailing them with your proposals is destroying your chances

of success. 3 big mistakes of the JV newbie. If you've never joint ventured before, let me warn you. A

demonstration of why bartering and counter proposals are losing you deals. Joint venture approaches

done correctly. How you can read your prospects actions to know what they want from you before you

even approach them. Learn 5 correct methods to use when approaching your joint venture prospects to

maximize your chance of being accepted. How you'll be making deals within 24 hours! You could be

shoving far more cash in your pocket if you stop thinking about the money. 12 methods to almost ensure

JV success with specific types of marketers
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